**What is a PCEHR (HealtheNet)?**

A Personally Controlled Electronic Health Record (PCEHR) is a secure, electronic record of a patient’s medical history, stored and shared in a network of connected systems. The PCEHR (HealtheNet) will bring key health information from a number of different systems together and present it in a single view, giving all providers immediate access to up-to-date information about a patient’s recent health history, ultimately improving communication and patient care.

The information contained within the patient’s PCEHR is accessed from a portal called the Clinical Repository. Such patient information may include electronic discharge summaries from other hospitals, previous admissions and event history, the Electronic Blue book and diagnostic images and their associated reports.

From within the patient’s chart in PowerChart, there is a link which directs you to the patient’s PCEHR in the Clinical Repository.

**Accessing the PCEHR (HealtheNet) link from PowerChart**

- Open the patient’s chart in PowerChart and click on Results from the menu.
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  - Double-click on the PCEHR link in the results flowsheet.
    This automatically launches the Internet Explorer window over the top of PowerChart
  - The window opens, displaying the patient’s record in the Clinical Repository (PCEHR/HealtheNet)
• From the **Document View** list, you can see what documents exist from the hospitals visited by the patient. In the example below, we can see that this patient has some discharge summaries from Blacktown Hospital, Children’s Hospital Westmead and Westmead Hospital.
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• To view documents, first click on the hospital name, then click on the required document listed beneath.
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• To view more information about who completed the selected document, click the **Administrative Details** checkbox.
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Viewing Diagnostic Images from within the Clinical Repository (PCEHR/HealtheNet)

- Click on the EIR link (located in the top right of the window)

- The window changes to view all images available for viewing. Click on the required study.
- To return back to the Clinical Repository document view, click on the **Patient Summary** button (located in the top right of the window)

- When you have finished using the Clinical Repository, close the Internet Explorer browser window.
- You will see a **Final Report** screen. Close this window and you will be returned to the patient’s chart in PowerChart.